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SAFETY WARNINGS
PURPOSE OF THE MANUAL AND GENERAL SAFETY
WARNINGS
The information in this product manual is essential for the correct installation, use and
maintenance of the Needo heating system and is up-to-date on the date shown in the actual
manual.
Any updates or modifications can be found on the www.needo.eu website
Installation must only be carried out by qualified personnel, with the necessary skills for
the operation, with suitable tools and in full observance of all the laws, standards and
precautions on safety, as well as the specifications and indications in this manual.
Failure to observe the above mentioned warnings and the specifications in this manual may
lead to malfunctions, faults, breakages etc. and the risk of damage to objects and/or people,
as well as cancellation of the guarantee from Eltra Heizelemente GmbH (hereinafter referred
to as the Manufacturer). In some Countries the product may be type-approved for operation
with original product parts; therefore, the Manufacturer recommends the use of their original
spare parts or spare parts that have technical and functional characteristics that are exactly
the same.
The information has been provided by the makers in their own language (Italian) to give
users the necessary indications for using the radiator autonomously, conveniently and
without risk.

GENERAL SAFETY WARNINGS
Most accidents are caused by failure to observe basic safety regulations and precautions.
The Manufacturer cannot foresee all the possible circumstances that can lead to potential
risks. The warnings provided in this guide, in the manual and on the product are not,
therefore, all-inclusive. If procedures, equipment or methods are adopted during the various
operations that are not specifically recommended by the Manufacturer, you must make sure
that the work is carried out while fully protecting the safety of those performing the task and
of others.
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SAFETY WARNINGS FOR USE
READ BEFORE USE
Before using the product, we recommend carefully reading and understanding the following
information. Needo products have been designed for you and your needs, but you must
remember that they have not been created for uses other than those presented in this
manual. We have compiled a list of the main safety warnings to be taken into consideration
when using the product. We invite you to pay particular attention to the following indications.
Thank you for your attention!

Do not touch the radiator with wet hands
and feet and do not install outdoors
The product is type-tested to resist water splashes:
however, it is always better to avoid coming into contact
with it with wet hands and feet.
The product has been designed to be used exclusively
indoors.

Do not place damp or wet clothing on it,
do not wet the appliance
Damp or wet clothing must not be placed on the
radiator.
The radiator must not be wet in an attempt to clean it.
This symbol
cover the radiator.
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Keep away from children
This device is not intended for use by persons
(including children) with reduced physical, sensory or
mental capabilities, or lack of experience or knowledge,
unless they benefit by a person responsible for their
safety, monitoring or instruction on the use of the
appliance.
You should monitor children to ensure that they do not
play with the appliance.

Do not hang from it or place heavy
objects on it
The horizontal version of the product can be tilted.
The radiator is not designed to support the weight of
a person and /or objects, whether it is open or closed.
Therefore, you must not place heavy objects on it, sit
on it or hang from it.
The same indications also apply to the vertical version.

Do not alter or tamper with the product
The product has been designed to be repaired by
authorised personnel only. Do not carry out any
maintenance and do not replace damaged parts. Do
not put stickers on the radiator. Do not pierce or cut the
radiator.
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Further safety warnings
We recommend that you carefully read the safety
warnings in the Installation Guide, provided in
the packaging with this manual, to help you fully
understand the product.

The Manufacturer accepts no responsibility for
any improper use, other than the uses indicated,
adopted by the purchaser. The Manufacturer will
respond to any queries that the user may have
about the appliance.
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NEEDO RADIATORS

T, M, R LINES
PRODUCT PRESENTATION
The NEEDO design electrical radiator was designed to heat homes and offices and is
regulated and controlled through the KNX communication system.
The innovative NEEDO technology and the precise heating management control make it
possible to save on the daily heating expenditure simply and accurately.
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INSTALLATION

INSTALLATION GUIDE
Installation of the product must only be performed by qualified and skilled personnel. The
correct installation procedures are provided in the Installation Guide that is attached to this
manual. Once installation is complete it must be kept by the purchaser, together with this
manual.
If a copy of the Installation Guide is not included in the package, contact Customer Services
immediately, before carrying out any kind of operation.
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MANUAL USE
Manual radiator control
The radiator can be controlled in manual mode thanks
to a button placed on the powerbox at the bottom of
the radiator itself (Fig. 01). Press this button to choose
one of the three operating modes of the radiator. The
selection is cyclical:
OFF -> Latest operating mode selected -> Boost ->
OFF -> …
Fig. 01
MODE

LED STATUS

DEVICE STATUS

COMFORT

RED, SOLID

Normal operating mode,

(temperature below

set-point set and selected by the

the set-point)

user

GREEN, SOLID
(temperature above
the set-point)
BOOST

RED, BLINKING SLOWLY

The radiator operates at full power
(100%) for two
hours, then goes into the latest
operating
mode selected.

STAND BY

OFF

The devise is turned off.
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DIAGNOSTICS
The led status (Fig. 02) makes it possible to understand
what is happening with your radiator. Below is a brief
guide to the various states and the operations to be
implemented, if necessary.

Fig. 02
LED (Fig. 02)

STATUS

Red

the temperature in the room is below the set-point

Green

the temperature in the room is equal to or above the
set-point

Off

OFF

Red, blinking slowly

boost

In the event of a rapidly flashing red LED contact
Customer Service
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CLEANING THE HORIZONTAL MODEL
ANTI-DUST SYSTEM
The advantages of Needo products
Needo products have been designed with you in
mind. The possibility of tilting the radiator (Fig. 03), in
the case of the horizontal model, allows you to easily
clean all the parts of the radiator body, keeping your
home healthy. We recommend that you follow these
indications and procedures very carefully.

Fig. 03

How to clean
Before starting to clean the product make sure that the
radiator is in stand-by mode and is no longer hot.
Then proceed to unhook the radiator by following the
indications in Fig. 04. Clean with a clean dry cloth or
with special, non-aggressive products.
Once cleaning is complete, close the radiator again,
making sure that the mechanism locks properly.
Fig. 04
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CLEANING THE VERTICAL MODEL
How to clean
Before starting to clean the product make sure that the
radiator is in stand-by mode and is no longer hot.
Clean with a clean dry cloth or with special, nonaggressive products.

Fig. 05

What not to do (for both models)
Do not clean the radiator when it is switched on.
Do not use aggressive products to clean the radiator.
Do not clean the radiator with water or wet cloths.
Do not scratch the surface of the radiator or use
abrasive products.
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USEFUL INFORMATION
•

The radiator does not heat up

Verify that the radiator is receiving the correct power supply and that it is not set to standby mode. If the problem persists, contact the Technical Assistance Service, report any
diagnostic messages that appear on the My NEEDO.
•

Uninstalling radiators

The product must only be uninstalled by qualified engineers, in compliance with current
legislation. Before starting to uninstall, switch off at the main switch. In the case of models
that are heavier than 25 kg, the operation must be carried out by two engineers.

GUARANTEE
The product has a five year guarantee for the body and two years for
the powerbox from the date of purchase. This guarantee covers any
manufacturing faults. In the event of modifications, the spare parts are
guaranteed for a year. The guarantee is only valid if accompanied by a
dated purchase receipt.

CONTACTS
The Needo Assistance Centre can be contacted as follows:
www.needo.eu
service@needo.eu

DISPOSAL
At the end of its lifetime the product must be disposed of in compliance
with the current directives of the Country where it is being used. The
product has electrical and electronic components that must be disposed
of in compliance with the European directives on WEEE.
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ETS PARAMETERS DESCRIPTION
Only for skilled and expert installers
Communication Objects Description
In this Section the KNX Communication Objects available for the NEEDO radiator are
described in detail.
1)	NEEDO – On/Off > Switch – 1.001 - IN
This “one bit” communication object enables the radiator to be switched between OFF and
ON. It can also be used to unload the radiator from the supply network.
2)	NEEDO – On/Off > Value state – 1.001 - OUT
This communication object provides the information about the ON-OFF status of the
radiator.
3)	NEEDO – Operation mode > Value – 20.102 - IN
TThis communication object allows the radiator to work with predefined values of
temperature, differentiating the operative modes. The operative modes defined are listed as
follows:
0)

Standard

1)

Comfort (configurable, default 21°C)

2)

Standby (configurable as offset, default -2K)

3)

Night (configurable as offset, default -3K)

4)

Antifreeze (configurable, default 7°C)

5)

OFF

When the set point is driven by an external thermostat, the radiator enters in the Standard
operative mode. The chosen set point is then memorized and associated to this operative
mode.
Comfort value (in °C)

Default 21, min=15, max=25

Standby offset value (in °C)

Default= -2, min=-10,max=-0.5

Night offset value (in °C)

Default= -3, min=-10, max=-2

Antifreeze value (in °C)

Default= 7, min=5, max=12
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4)	NEEDO – Operation mode > Value State – 20.102 - OUT
This data point provides the information about the radiator status in terms of Operation
Modes. It returns the operation mode as integer from 0 to 5, according to what described for
the communication object 3).
5)

Temperature – Setpoint > Step – 1.007 - IN

This communication object allows the user to change the inner set point variable without
using a KNX thermostat. This communication object is 1 bit. The transmitted value increases
or decreases the setpoint with a default step of +/-0.5°C. In particular, if 0 is sent, then the
setpoint is decremented by a value of -0.5°C, and if 1 is sent the setpoint is incremented by
a value of 0.5 °C. The step size can be customized by using the associated parameter.
Setpoint modification step range (°C)

6)

Default=0.5, min=0, max=3

Temperature – Setpoint > Value – 9.001 - IN

This communication object is the set point generally given by a KNX thermostat object, or
any other device that can transmit a temperature data information. It is expressed in Celsius
degree [°C]. This communication object modifies the set point around which the radiator
controls the environment temperature.
7)

Temperature – Setpoint > Value State – 9.001 - OUT

This communication object returns the current set point set to the radiator. It is expressed in
Celsius degrees [°C].
It also provides a Send setpoint parameter that transmits the communication object value,
according one of the following criteria: on request, on change, cyclically.
Send Setpoint

On change, On request, Cyclically
(default=0, min=0, max=240)

8)	External sensor – Temperature > Value – 9.001 - IN
This communication object provides an interface with an external temperature sensor (e.g. a
thermostat, a temperature sensor,etc.). The internal regulation algorithm of the radiator will
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control the environment temperature according to the value passed by this communication
object (as reference), and the setpoint. When this group object is activated, the reference
temperature variable sensed by the embedded radiator NTC, (that is commonly used by
the system control of the radiator, and is provided by the communication object nr. 13), is
ignored by the control algorithm. If for any reason the radiator stops receiving information
about the external sensor via the communication object 8, the control system will keep on
working basing its reference value on its embedded NTC sensor.
9)	External sensor – Presence > State – 1.002 - IN
This communication object provides an interface with an external presence detector (or
presence sensor). The logic adopted by this field is the following:
a)

1

Comfort

b)

0

Standby

10)	External Sensor – Window > State – 1.019 - IN
This communication object provides an interface with an external window sensor. The logic
adopted by this field is the following:
a)

1

Antifreeze

b)

0

Latest operation mode

11)	Error - Temperature sensor > State – 1.002 - OUT
This communication object notifies any faulty relative to the embedded temperature sensor.
12)	Error - Heating element > State – 1.002 - OUT
This communication object provides a notification when the load (heating element of the
radiator) is damaged.
13) User message - Temperature environment > Value State – 9.001 - OUT
This communication object gives the environment temperature estimated by the temperature
sensor (NTC) embedded on the radiator. Since the NTC is generally influenced by
the surface radiator temperature, an internal algorithm compensates this error. This
communication object thus reports the actual estimated environment temperature. If
the radiator does not receive any information about the environment temperature by
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communication object 8 (External temperature sensor), then the radiator will regulate
according to the temperature provided by the value estimated by the NTC. In the other case,
if the radiator receives values from communication object 8, then it will regulate according to
this value, and the temperature estimated by the embedded NTC is ignored. It also provides
a Send environment temperature cyclically parameter that transmits the communication
object value on the KNX bus every a certain amount of minutes that can be defined in ETS.
Send environment temperature

On change, On request, Cyclically
(default=0, min=0, max=240)

14) User message - Temperature radiator surface > Value State – 9.001 - OUT
This communication object provides the actual temperature sensed by the NTC probe
embedded on the radiator. It differs from the value provided by the communication object
13, since it depends on the radiator surface temperature, while communication object
13 provides the estimated environment temperature. Thus, this value represents the
temperature of the air present at few centimeters from the radiator surface.
This also provides a Send rad surface temperature parameter that automatically transmits
the communication object value on the KNX bus.
Send rad surface temperature

On change, On request, Cyclically
(default=0, min=0, max=240)

15) User message - Energy consumption > Value State – 13.001 - OUT
The “ENERGY CONSUMPTION” communication object provides the energy consumed by
the radiator in [KWh]. It also provides a Send energy consumption cycle time parameter that
automatically transmits the communication object value on the KNX bus.
Send energy consumption

On change, On request, Cyclically
(default=0, min=0, max=240)

16) User message - Power consumption > Value State – 14.056 - OUT
The “POWER CONSUMPTION” communication object provides the instant power
consumed in [W] by the radiator. It is evaluated every ten seconds. It also provides a Send
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power consumption cycle time parameter that automatically transmits the communication
object value on the KNX bus.
Send power consumption

On change, On request, Cyclically
(default=0, min=0, max=240)

17) User message - Proportional power consumption > Value State – 14.056 - OUT
This communication object gives the internal proportional power of the PI regulator.
It also provides a Send proportional power consumption cycle time parameter that
automatically transmits the communication object value on the KNX bus.
Send proportional power consumption

On change, On request, Cyclically
(default=0, min=0, max=240)

18) User message - Integral power consumption > Value State – 14.056 - OUT
This communication object gives the internal integral power of the PI regulator.
It also provides a Send integral consumption cycle time parameter that automatically
transmits the communication object value on the KNX bus.
Send integral consumption

On change, On request, Cyclically
(default=0, min=0, max=240)

19) User Message - Radiator size > Value State – 14.056 - OUT
The RADIATOR SIZE returns the size of the NEEDO radiator in of Watts [W].
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GENERIC PARAMETERS
The following parameters are generic and independent of the communication object adopted
in an installation.
Operation mode (after power supply error)
Setpoint offset (°C)

Default=0, min=0, max=5

default=0, min=-5, max=5

Operation mode (after power supply error):
The Operation mode (after power supply error) defines the mode on which the radiator has
to be recovered after a faulty power supply.

Setpoint Offset
The Temperature offset (°C) add a transparent static offset to the set point. For example, if
the set-point is 21 (which is passed via the group object 6, and Temperature offset (°C) =
-2, then the actual value adopted by the radiator to regulate the environment temperature
results to be 21-2 = 19. The value returned by the group object 7 (Temperature – Setpoint
Value State) is 21. Temperature offset (°C) is usually adopted to calibrate the system.
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TECHNICAL DATA
NEEDO LINE T

HORIZONTAL

VERTICAL

Model

T750H

T1000H T1250H T1500H T1000V T1500V T1800V

Power (W)

750

1000

1250

1500

1000

1500

1800

Height (mm)

660

660

660

660

1800

1800

1800

Width (mm)

647

863

971

1187

539

647

755

Depth (mm)

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

Weight (kg)

12

16

19

23

27

33

39

NEEDO LINE M

HORIZONTAL

VERTICAL

Model

M750H

M1000H M1250H M1500H M1000V M1500V M1800V

Power (W)

750

1000

1250

1500

1000

1500

1800

Height (mm)

660

660

660

660

1800

1800

1800

Width (mm)

755

971

1187

1403

539

647

755

Depth (mm)

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

Weight (kg)

16

21

26

30

31

38

44

Model

R750H

R1000H R1250H R1500H R1000V R1500V R1800V

Power (W)

750

1000

1250

1500

1000

1500

1800

Height (mm)

660

660

660

660

1800

1800

1800

Width (mm)

825

1041

1257

1473

609

717

825

Depth (mm)

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

Weight (kg)

17

22

27

31

32

39

45

NEEDO LINE R
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HORIZONTAL

VERTICAL
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CERTIFICATIONS
EUROPEAN HARMONIZED STANDARDS
EN 60335-2-43:2003 + A1:2006+ A2 :2008
EN 60335-2-30:2009
EN 60335-1:2002 +A1:2004 + A2:2006 + A11:2004 + A12:2006 + A13:2008 + A14:2010 +
A15:2011
EN50366 : 2003 +A1 : 2006
CDC LCIE N° 103-13/D:2006 + A1:2007
Directive 2002/95/EC RoHS 2002/96/EC 2003/108/EC WEEE
Low Voltage Directive 2006/95/EC

EMC
EN 55014-1 (2006) + A1(2009) + A2 (2011)
EN 55014-2(1997) + A1(2001) + A2(2008) + IS1(2007);
EN 61000-3-2(2006) + A1(2009) + A2(2009)
EN 61000-3-3(2008)
EN 50371(2002)
EN 50090-2-2 (1996) + A1(2002) + A2(2007)
EN 62233 (2008)

RADIO
ETSI EN 301 489-1 v1.9.2 (2011)
ETSI EN 301 489-17 v2.1.1 (2009)
ETSI EN 300 328 v1.7.1
The conformity declaration can be consulted at the following address:
www.needo.eu/declaration.php
Manual Revision
02/2013
The manufacturer accepts no responsibility for any inaccuracies contained in this document that are due to
errors of printing, transcription or translation. The Manufacturer reserves the right to make modifications to the
information without any prior warning, as long as this does not influence safety.
This document, or any part of it, must not be copied, modified or reproduced without written authorisation from
the Manufacturer. Keep the manual in a safe place for the entire lifecycle of the product.
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